Virginia QB Brennan Armstrong
(Opening Statement)
“I always think why would you quit? Why would you quit anything? When you do all this work to go out
and perform, and sometimes, you don't perform well. But why would you quit? It just doesn't add up in
my head. That's just kind of how I think. I just keep it simple. Why would you quit if you do all this work
for so much time?”
(On what sparked them in the fourth quarter)
“I think KT's big plays down the stretch. They were dropping a lot of eight, and KT was finding holes.
When they're dropping eight, they were able to sit the corners and have guys over top of our outside
receivers with Billy and Ra'Shaun. So, we were able to get KT in the windows move the ball down the
field and he came up big. We just kept going, I don't know how to describe it.”
(On the final touchdown)
“Grant (Misch) was my fourth option. I quickly jumped from one to two to three faster than I could even
blink and then I got to four, and then he was coming across on the over, and I found him. I just felt the
flow of the defense. It flowed hard to one side, and I got back to the other side and there he was.”
(On how big of a win this is for the program)
“We just focused on the road so much over the offseason. I got the opportunity to talk to the team
before we went to the field today. I just said "why not go on a winning streak on the road? What's
stopping us?" We know we control our destiny if we keep winning. That has to be our mentality, on the
road and at home. We get to go back in front of our fans this week, so I'm happy about that. We get to
put on a performance for them. I'm glad we got another win.”
(On second road win coming down to a field goal)
“Miss it. I thought "this would hurt if he makes it." But he missed it. Our defense did a good job keeping
them away from the endzone. 49 yards is a decent shot for a college kicker. Great job by our defense,
making sure he wasn't too close to make it.”
Virginia Linebacker Nick Jackson
(On limiting the damage when the offense gets in the redzone)
"Red zone points are crucial. Every time the offense gets in there we want to hold them to a field goal.
You don't even want the opposing offense in the redzone, but if they get in there, you want to hold
them to a field goal and I felt like our defense did a good job of that. Every point matters, as you can see,
every point matters."

(On what is going through his head with it being second week in a row where it comes down to a field
goal)
"I was doing jumping jacks. I was only thinking about winning. I don't know, but I think that everybody
on our sideline believed. Everybody believed and was going all out. We are trying to fight and make a
play."
(On the momentum of back-to-back road wins)
"I mean now we are learning that we can win anywhere. I mean, anywhere can be like Scott Stadium.
We have proven over the years that we are dominant at Scott (Stadium) and I think now that we've
proven to ourselves that we can win anywhere. That's how you take over league and that's how you
take over the Coastal (Division). That is our mindset right now. We want to keep on winning on the road
and keep on winning at home. We want to prove ourselves and the Coastal (Division) is still up for grabs,
so we have to keep fighting."
(On the play where (Darrius) Bratton ended up making the tackle?)
"I was thinking, 'I love you, boy.' I mean, he's a fast guy. (Darrius) Bratton plays hard. Being at your best
when your best is needed is something that we always talk about. Bratt, that diving, saving tackle, that's
game right there. That was the biggest play of the game."

